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Year 3 – Rainbow Serpent Story 
 
 
 

Objective:  
Students will explore the use of timbre, tempo, and dynamics by listening and moving to different pieces of 
Aboriginal music and discussing how these elements contribute to the impact and musical expression of the 
pieces. 

Prior Knowledge:  
Students should be familiar with using creative 
movement to evoke expression in music. 

Arts Focus:  
Ideas Responding 
ACAMUM080, ACAMUM081, ACAMUM082, ACAMUR83 

Other Learning Areas:  
English - speaking, listening; HASS – Cultural Awareness 

Resources:  

 Audio Track: Yothu Yindi’s “Yinydjapana,” track 10, Tribal Voice CD 

 Audio Track: David Hudson’s “Outback” track 1 Heart of Australia CD 

 Audio Track: Geoffrey Gurrumul Yunupingu’s “Wiyathul,” track 1, Gurrumul CD 

 Scarves 

 Range of percussion instruments, two/three tuned percussion set up with a pentatonic 

 Dreamtime props: snake puppet, leaves, gumnuts 

 Charts to reinforce tempo, timbre and dynamics, audience and performer 

 Expression in Music worksheet 

 Dreamtime story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCuuRRrfOXo 

 
Method: 
 

1. Dreamtime story 

 Teacher tells a traditional Indigenous Australian story of the rainbow serpent using props and prompts. 
(Watch the youtube clip). 

 Discuss roles and expectations of audience and performer.  

 Watch youtube clip https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCuuRRrfOXo 
 

2. Creative movement to music 

 Teacher plays music track “Yinydjapana” by Yothu Yindi, using visual prompts to indicate major story 
events. 

 Divide students into 3 character groups: the serpent, the tribe, and the children. Distribute scarves to 
each student, and recreate the story silently using only creative movement with their bodies and scarves. 
While teacher replays the track, he/she uses written and visual prompts to direct changes in the story. 

 
3. Analysis and response to music 

 Discuss the music as a whole class – instruments used (timbre), tempo, and dynamics. 

 How did Yothu Yindi’s musical choices convey the emotion and expression of the story? 
 

4. Creative movement to music 

 Students listen to track “Outback” by David Hudson.  

 Teacher chooses a musical director from the students to indicate the changes in the story. Students 
change over the character groups and discuss how they are going to present their character with creative 
movement. Teacher plays music during the discussion for ideas and familiarisation. 

 Students perform creative movement as directed by musical director to the music. 
 

5. Response 

 Students discuss the musical elements in the piece, the movement choices each group made, and how 
they related to each other and the piece. 
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6. Exploration 

 Teacher chooses a different musical director and changes the character groups. 

 Students repeat the activity, but to the track “Wiyathul” by Gurrumul. Students again discuss their 
choices and how they relate to the music. 

 
7. Musical Improvisation 

 As a whole class, plan a short improvised piece of program music (30 seconds), to tell the rainbow serpent 
story with the same three character groups using mainly un-tuned percussion. The class plans how to use 
dynamics and tempo at different points of the story.  
 

8. Reflection 

 Class reflects on the performance and discusses what they liked about the performance and what they 
might change for next time. Was the class piece as effective as the other three pieces they heard today?  

 
9. Worksheet 

 Students worksheet either individually, pairs or small groups. Teacher replays music repertoire snippets 
to remind students of the pieces they heard. 
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Expression in Music 
Name: _________________             Class ________ 
 
Instructions: Compare the tempo, dynamics and timbre the three pieces you heard today. 
 

 
Hudson Yothu Yindi Gurrumul 

Tempo – 

moderato, allegro, 

largo 

 
 
 

  

Dynamics – piano, 

forte, pianissimo, 

fortissimo, 

crescendo, 

decrescendo 

 

 
 

  

Timbre – draw 

instruments 

 

 

 

 

   

What I liked  in 

this piece 
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